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May that Supreme Spirit that has taken its abocle
under the banyan tree taking an anthropomorphic
form facing south as an act of great condescension
and which is the object of meditation for the devotees
remain in my mind activising my intellect.
Daksindm[rti is one of the radiant human forms which
Lord Si.'a the supreme Spirit takes out of His infinite mercy
(daksinya) to uplift the ripe soul from bondage. The banyan
tree under which he is seated typifies the microcosm and
the macrocosm in the tiny seed of the tree and the vast
expanse of its branches, leaves and roots that evolve from it
respectively thereby illustrating how the Universe evolves
out of the Supreme Spirit who willed in the upanisadic
words 'Bahusyam', 'Muy I multiply'. The banyan tree
which outlives several other living species also stands tor
the eternality (sat) associated with the Supreme. The
devotees who mecitate on Him have their consciousness
(cit1 illumined and experience Bliss (Enanda)" Thus
DaksinamDrti is none other than Sat-cit-ananda.
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adrdksarh aksil a dayd - nidhanarh
dcdryarh ddyarh vatamDlabhdge,
maunena manda- smita_bhusitena
maharsilokasya tamo nudantam.
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beheld under the banyan tree the primordial

Preceptor, the receptable

of

undiminishing

compassion driving away the darkness of ignorun."
of great sages by mere silence that is adorned bv a
gentle smile.
Sankara Bhagavatpdda records his experience in
beholding the graceful form of Daksinam[rti, who as a true
Guru, a term which means dispeller of ignorance,
enlightens the great sages by His mere silence thal radiates
light. A Guru is merely instrumental in drawing out the
inherent powers of the soul. The mere presence of the
Supreme in this benign form of a Guru would suffice to
efface the ignorance of the soul and lit the flame of true
knowledge that leads to liberation.
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vidravitaS esa tamogunena

mudraviSesela muhur rnuntnam,
nirasya mdydrir dayayd vidhatte
devo mah6n tat-tvam-asi iti bodham.

The Great Lord endowed as He is with
compassion drove away often and on, the quality of
ignorance of the sages in entirety by His jfldnamudrd
(the pose of fingers that confers true knowledge) and
thus destroyed their nescience and ushered in the
profound knowledge 'That thou art'.
The power of maya is such that the thick well of
ignorance has got to be stormed more than once before it is
annihilated. The truth of the Mahavakya dawns on a person
only when the Lord out of His abundant grace enables him to
perceive it. The Cinmudri is an index of this grace. It is also
taken to signiff the non-duality ofjiva and l6vara represented
by the joining of the thumb and the fore finger. The two
together stand for the pure Consciousness or cit. The mudrf,
that enables one to comprehend this truth is therefore called
Cinmudrf,.
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I offer my obeisance to the preceptor of

preceptors who, by His ambrosial glances marked by
unlimited grace, was looking at the sages afflicted by
the intense heat of that fierce misery of worldli
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DaksirdmDrti is the path finder and arch preceptor in

disseminating
T:r-" Knowledge to the successive acaryas that
walked on the Globe. He is therefore the Adi-Guru. Th" onty

way in which a 'Guru' can transmit right knowledge to his
disciple is kindness and compassion. As an laei Guru,
Daksif am[rti sets an example. His gleaming eyes shed nectar
that soothes the intense sufferingi of the aspirants. The
healing touch works miracles. The sweltering heat of
samsrra is no more. The cool breezeof Ananda hai begun
to
blow in the mind of the sages.
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May my primordial Lord, dwelling at the foot of
the banyan tree, out of divine mercy upp"ur before
ffie, offer instruction in the mystic lore 'orh' and
dispel the darkness of nescience.
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I behold with my eyes the incomprehensible form

of the Divine Preceptor, the veritable dawn

that
dispels the beginningless darkness of Nescience, a
form that appears, to be made as though with the
digits of the moon or perhaps with a collection of
pearls.
Again the blessed Ac[rya exults in the divine vision that
was vouchsafed to him by the Adi Guru. The white sheen of
brilliance of the vision of that Divine form is fancied by the
poet philosopher as being fashioned out of the white digits of
the moon and a collection of white pearls. Not satisfied with
these fancies he draws a metaphor picturing the radiant
Daksildm0rti as the dawn that drives away the darkness.
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I adore the Lord in His meditative aspect, Whose
left foot is placed on His right thigh, Who wears the
yoga vastra adorned by a serpent and Who has His
(right) foot placed over the body of apasmara purusa.
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The 'apasmaara purusa' represents the evil nescience
that is stamped out by the Lord. In this connection we
may recall the 'dhyana Sloka' in Sri Daksindm[rti
Upanisad which seeks to confer on the meditator freedom
from nescience. '4flanapaham Edim Edimagiram artham
BhavEnipatim nyagrodhdnt anivSsinam para gurum
dhydydmyabhistlptaye' - 'I meditate on the Supreme
Preceptor Who dwells under the banyan tree, Who is none
other than the Lord of Bhavdnl, the import of Vedic words,
the first God Who destroys nescience'. (v. 14).
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I offer my obeisance, thanks to my past
accumulated merit, to that Preceptor, the abode of
marvellous qualities, Who despite His youthful
appearnce yearns to instruct His disciples, the Sages,
the Supreme Spiritual Truth.

True Knowledge would arise only when there is
earnestness and competence both in the teacher and the
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taught. Here the sages, the Brahmavadins are the disciples
and Lord Siva in His youthful aspect of Daksindmlrti is the
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Preceptor. The former are the 'antevlsinah'who dwell in the
residence of the Preceptor under the banyan tree and the
latter Who is anxious to teach them (upadestum iste) is
Himself, 'the very embodiment of Consciousness Who leads
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May the crest jewel among the Preceptors Who
holds one of His hands in the Cin-mudrd pose, holds
in another an axe, in yet another a deer and keeps the
(fourth) hand on His thigh present Himself before me.
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The 'cinmudra' indicates that He is the be-all and end-all
of knowledge par excellence. The axe stands for his skill in
destroying ignorance. The deer held in His hand is suggestive
of His control of the senses as a Master Yogin.
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I behold an extraordinarily Great Prince among
Preceptors Who is the very submarine fire (capable
of consuming) the ocean of nescience. I see Him
besmeared with the ash of the limbs of cupid and clad
in tiger's hide.
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Only a few among the Yogins worship Thee of
smiling countenance and waving tresses, wearing the
digit of the moon as a crestjewel, holding the lute in a
hand and exuding joy arising from the sweet notes of
the lute played on.
Sankara Bhagavatp6da conjures up a vision of the
'saumya' or benign aspect of the Vinddhara Daksindmfirti that
was worshipped by a few sages, only by a few, because such
a vision is vouchasafed only to those even among the learned
sages who are the recipients of His special grace. Has it not
been said 'Yam eva e$a Vrnite tena labhyah, Tasyaisa
dtmEvivr4ute tan[m svam' (Kathoponisad, tr, 3 3 ).
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updsate yarh munayah Sukddyah
nirdsigo nirmamatddhi vasah,

tam daksin6m[rtitanurh mahe 6 arir
upasmahe moha - maharti - SdntYai.

I

meditate on Mahesvara

in the form of

Dakgindm[rti with a view to obtain the peace arising
from the removal of the suffering caused by delusion.
It is that very form which was meditated upon by
sages Suka and others who are free from attachement
and a sense of possession.
People of ordinary type generally pray for wealth, health,
fame etc. But an ideal aspirant like Suka will seek nothing of a
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mundane nature for himself. Being free from the sense of 'I'
and 'mine' our Ac6rya following the footsteps of Suka seeks
peace and the consequent Bliss and thus shows the way to us
to follow.
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kdntya nindita - kundakandala vapur nyagrodhamlle vasan
kdrul Smrte - vdribhir munij anarh
sambhf,vayan viksitaih,
mohadhvanta vibhedanarh viracayan
bodhen atattddrSd
devas tat-tvarir - asi iti
bodhayatu mdrir mudravatd pdlind.

May the Lord, with His palm showing Cinmudrd,
endowed with a body that surpasses in lustre the
jasmine flower, staying under the banyan tree,
gracing the sages with looks that exude nectarine
compassion, break asunder the darkness of delusion
and instruct me in that Supreme Truth embedded in
the scriptural text'That-thou- art'.
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The Acarya prays for the grace of the Adi Guru to impart
the import of the Mahavdkya which proclaims the non-duality
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of the Brahman and Jiva. Once this Advaitic knowledge is
received the veil of avidya is sundered and there is no more
the cycle of births and deaths in this ocean of transmigratory
existence.
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I have no need for any God whose body is not
white, who does not have an eye on his forehead,
who is not quietistic in appearance, who does not
wear the jewel of serpent, who does not show the
cin-mudr5, who has not abandoned sleep and who
has not his will fulfilled.
This verse illustrates how one should have implicit faith

and devotion to his istadevatd in a particular form which alone
is a sure means aiding meditation and earning His grace, that

ultimately confers Liberation.
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Many indeed are the Gods on this earth; but none
of them are agreeable to my mind. The only God I
adore is the one with His face turned to south who
has resolved to extend His grace to the dullard.

Ac6rya's unassailable and abiding devotion to
Daksil6m[rti is again emphasised here. In His infinite mercy
He has taken upon Himself to help the lowliest to attain
beatitude.
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Obeisance to that Great God dwelling under the
banyan tree filled with joy, wearing the digit of the
moon as a crest jewel and bearing a form pleasing
with the holy ash smeared over it. He is indeed an
adept in creating this magic show of this everchanging

world.
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The holy ash smeared over His.body is the remnant of
the Universe that is destroyed by Siva at the time of the
Mahipralaya and it is indicative of the imperrnanence of the
phenomenal world. This world is illusory hke the product of
maglc and the causality of this world is to be accounted for in
the indeterminable mf,yd grounded in l6vara. He is filled with
joy (mudita) that arises from a sense offulfilment.
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Thou with the long matted tresses hanging
around (Your face) adorned with the digits of the
moon that is not full, an eye on the forehead and a
face that is beautiful like the full moon shine in the
minds of men of purity.
Citta6uddhi is a sine quo non for an aspirant to Self
Realisation. It is only in the pure mirror of mind of such a
person will reflect the radiant form of the Prince of
Preceptors, DaksilsmDti revealing True Knowledge.
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Thou with Umd as Thy Consort reveal to Thy
devotees the nature of a full moon. For now as I have
vision of Thee, that vision makes my mind melt as
though it is a moon stone.
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The Mlrrti of Umf,mahe6vara is a favourite of devotees.
This is seen in one of the verses addressed to this form by
Sankara Bhagavatp6da in his Umlmahesvara stotram:
"Namaskrtdbhiqfa-varapra-d6bhydm" - 'Who grants the
boons desired by the devotees'. This form, unlike some
others marked by a bundle of oddities such as ashes, skull
garlands etc. is quite pleasing associated as it is with the
comp6ssionate mother, UmE. No wonder that the mind of the
ripe soul melts at the delightful sight of Umdsahdya.
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Those who constantly meditate with great
exultation on Thy form with a head marked by the
digit of the moon will obtain prosperity, longevity of
life, True Knowledge and ultimately the great secret
of Veddnta.
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